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Abstract.What we want depends on what we believe. You want some-
thing (e.g. to take a long nap) because you’d enjoy what you believe will
follow (you’ll be happy later in the day). Yet you also believe that nap-
ping will lead to a future that, all told, is bad (you’ll be unprepared for
tomorrow’s important exam and fail). How can this be? How can you
want something because of what you believe it will bring while believing
thatwhat it will bring, all told, is bad?This question generates a problem
that falsies every semantics that takes the dominant approach to want
ascriptions (e.g. Heim (1992), von Fintel (1999), Levinson (2003))—an
approach whose theoretical power comes from its attempt to connect
wanting and believing. To solve the problem while maintaining this
theoretical power, I posit the notion of some-things-considered, other-
things-ignored desire. Considering the mood benets of napping, but
ignoring its academic consequences, you want to nap. I model some-
things-considered desire with a question-based semantics for ‘want’ that
builds on Yalcin’s (2018) question-based view of belief.My semantics ts
within an increasingly well supported hypothesis on which questions
play a central role throughout our mental lives.

1 Introduction

Whatwewant depends onwhatwe believe. Youwant to take a long nap this afternoon
because you’re tired and you believe that if you sleep, you’ll be much happier the
rest of the day. Yet you also know that you are far behind on studying for a highly
important exam tomorrow morning; you believe that if you take a long nap, your
preparation won’t be good enough to pass. This is what I call a case of unwelcome
doxastic entanglement: one wants something despite believing that it would, all told,
be bad in one’s eyes. Cases of unwelcome doxastic entanglement are commonplace,
and yet they spark a question. How can it be that what we want depends on what
we believe, while wanting things that we believe, all told, are bad in our eyes? How
can it be that you want to take a nap because what you believe will follow, while also
believing that what will follow, all told, is bad?

This question generates a previously unrecognized problem—the problem of
unwelcome doxastic entanglement—for the dominant approach to want ascriptions,
an approach taken notably by Heim (1992), von Fintel (1999), Levinson (2003), and
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everyone who’s built upon the foundational views of these theorists.1 Viewed from
30,000 feet, the idea is that you’re truly said to want p just in case you bear a certain
positive attitude towards what you believe will happen if p obtains. (Authors dier
on what this positive attitude is, among other things.2) Yet in our case of unwelcome
doxastic entanglement, you want to take a nap despite having a negative attitude
toward what you believe will happen if you do.3

The dominant approach is motivated both by the obvious connection between
wanting and believing and by a wealth of theoretical considerations. It helps explain
the presupposition behavior of ‘want’ (e.g. (Heim, 1992), (Maier, 2015)); the relation-
ships between ‘want’, ‘wish’, and ‘glad’ (Heim, 1992); what Wrenn (2010) calls the
problem of wishful thinking; what are known as de credito readings of ‘want’ (Blum-
berg, 2018);4 the interaction between ‘want’ and conditionals (Pasternak, 2018); the
distinction between the so-called predictive and advisory uses of ‘want’ (Jerzak, 2019);
and the connection between wanting and decision theory (e.g. (Levinson, 2003),
(Lassiter, 2011)).

The problem for the dominant approach is no accident. The dominant approach
enjoys dominance because it closely connects believing and wanting; it is this con-
nection that yields intuitive appeal and theoretical power. And it is precisely this
connection—or rather the way that theorists so far have forged it—that generates the
problem.

An immediate response might be that there’s really no problem at all: it isn’t in
fact true that you want to take a nap, in light of the consequences you foresee. This
response is half right, for there are indeed contexts where it’s not true to say that
you want to take a nap. (Your partner might ask if he should pull down the shades
so it’ll be easier to nap, and you could reply by saying, “No, I don’t want to take a
nap. I need to study.”) Nonetheless, there are also contexts where it is true to say that
you want to take a nap. (You might say, “I want to take a nap, but I’m going to do

1For example: Giorgi and Pianesi (1997), Geurts (1998), Lassiter (2011), Portner and Rubinstein
(2012), Maier (2015), Pearson (2016), Drucker (2017), Jerzak (2019) on what he calls the predictive use
of ‘want’, Pasternak (2019), and Phillips-Brown (fc). Prominent exceptions are Villalta (2008) and
Condoravdi and Lauer (2016), for whom the theoretical fruits of the dominant approach are out of
reach.

2For example, some, likeHeim (1992), say that the relevant notion of belief is all-out, while others,
like Levinson (2003), say that it is graded.

3Jerzak (2019) also identies a use of ‘want’—which he calls the advisory use—on which it is not
the agent’s beliefs, but rather the information in the context of assessment, that gures in the truth
conditions of want ascriptions. I set the advisory use to one side, for two reasons. First, because the
advisory uses and the use that is constrained by the agent’s beliefs (Jerzak calls this the predictive use)
have the same truth conditions when the agent’s beliefs about certain relevant facts are true; we can
simply imagine that in our cases, this is so. And second, because one can take the view I propose in
this paper and adapt it to account for the advisory use. Without going into details, my view can be
adapted to account for the advisory use in roughly the sameway that Jerzak adapts Levinson’s (2003)
view to account for the advisory use.

4Blumberg is concerned with ‘wish’ not ‘want’, but the problems he raises and the solution he
forwards apply just as well to ‘want’.
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everything I can to stay awake because I need to study.”) This suces to generate the
problem: a context where it’s true to say that you want to take a nap.

I’ve been talking so far aboutwant ascriptions, but it is not just those interested in
want ascriptions who should take note. Anyone theorizing aboutwanting or desiring
ought to be concerned, too (insofar as one sees a dierence between want ascriptions
and wanting or between desire ascriptions and desiring). This is, rst, because some
concerned simply with wanting and desiring also posit the exact kind of connection
between wanting and believing as those who subscribe to the dominant approach
of want ascriptions (see, for example, Lewis (1974) and Stalnaker (1984), whom I’ll
return to in §2). Second, one cannot evaluate whether a person wants or desires
something, full stop: want ascriptions are context-sensitive, a fact that is evidenced
in the previous paragraph—in which there’s a sentence that’s true in one context
and false in another—and well supported in the literature.5 No account of wanting,
then, is complete without some account of the context-sensitivity in what one is
truly said to want. In other words, no account of wanting is complete without some
connection to a theory of want ascriptions.

Because the dominant approach is so well motivated, we should like to solve
the problem of doxastic entanglement with a theory that takes the approach, but in
a way that diers from other theorists. To do so, I suggest, we must reimagine the
cases at hand. They involve what I call some-things-considered, other-things-ignored
desire. Considering what you believe to be the benets to your mood from taking a
nap, but ignoring what you believe to be the consequences for your academic career,
you are truly said to want to take a nap. Considering what you believe to be both
the mood benets and academic consequences, you are not truly said to want to
take a nap. More generally, the new theory takes the dominant approach: you are
truly said to want p just if you bear a positive attitude towards what you believe will
happen—some things considered and other things ignored—if p obtains.

I model some-things-considered desire with a question-based semantics, inspired
by Crnič (2011): what one is truly said to want is indexed to a contextually determined
question. A core feature of my semantics—how questions interact with belief—nds
independent motivation from Yalcin (2018), whose question-sensitive theory of belief
I adopt. Indeed, positing a question-based theory of want ascriptions nds general
independent motivation because there is mounting evidence that questions play
a central role in our cognitive lives—e.g. in knowledge (Schaer, 2007), attention
(Koralus, 2014), reasoning (Pérez Carballo, 2016), decision-making (Hoek, 2019),
inquiry (Friedman, 2020), belief (e.g. (Drucker, 2020) in addition to Yalcin), and
intention (Beddor and Goldstein, ms).

This paper is structured as follows. §2 makes precise the problem of unwelcome
doxastic entanglement. §3 develops my question-based semantics and shows how it
solves the problem. §4 demonstrates how my view solves another problem, raised by

5See e.g. Levinson (2003), Villalta (2008), Lassiter (2011), Condoravdi and Lauer (2016), and
Phillips-Brown (fc).
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Villalta (2008), about how believing and wanting relate to one another. §5 explores
paths for future work.

2 The problem of unwelcome doxastic entanglement

The problem of unwelcome doxastic entanglement falsies every extant view that
takes the dominant approach. This I claimed in §1 and will now showmore precisely
here in §2 with a few case studies. In, §2.1 I’ll present the problem in detail with
Heim’s (1992) semantics, and in footnote 9 briey explain how it also aicts the other
two foundational views of the literature—von Fintel’s (1999) and Lassiter’s (2003).
In the remainder of §2, I’ll argue that various hypotheses made by other theorists—in
response to other problems—don’t solve our problem.

2.1 The problem, seen in Heim’s semantics

Heim takes her inspiration from Stalnaker, who says that:

[W]anting something is preferring it to certain relevant alternatives, the
relevant alternatives being those possibilities that the agent believes will
be realized if he does not get what he wants. (Stalnaker, 1984, p. 89)

Heim regiments Stalnaker’s thought in a somewhat involved way. One tests whether
⌜S wants p⌝ is true in c by checking whether two things hold: if (and only if) they
do, the sentence is true.6 First, go to each pworld w in the set of worlds compatible
with what S believes—her belief set, BelS—and check: does S preferw to its “relevant
alternative,” i.e. to what she “believes will be realized if [she] does not get what she
wants”? Put inHeim’s formal terms: for each pworldw in BelS , does S preferw to the
most similar world to w in BelS where p is not true? Second, check for the converse:
for each ¬pworld w′ in BelS , does S disprefer w′ to its relevant alternative, the most
similar world to w′ in BelS where p is true?

Stated more rigorously, the semantics—slightly modied for comprehensibil-
ity—is this:

Heim’s semantics
⌜S wants p⌝ is true in c i:
i) For each pworld w in BelS , S prefers w to the most similar ¬pworld to w

in BelS ;
ii) For each ¬pworld w′ in BelS , S dis-prefers w′ to the most similar pworld

to w′ in BelS .

There is a certain class of cases—cases where S either believes p or believes ¬p—that
pose a problem for Heim’s view, as Heim herself acknowledges. We can set cases of

6I use ‘S’ to range over names, the italicized ‘S’ to range over the corresponding agents, ‘p’ to range
over terms that denote propositions, and the italicized ‘p’ to range over the corresponding proposi-
tions. (I ignore any context-dependence in either ‘S’ or ‘p’.)
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this kind to one side, for we can imagine cases of unwelcome doxastic entanglement
that are not of this kind.7

Heim’s semantics is falsied by our nap case, in whichNap (just below) is true
in some contexts, a fact that Heim’s semantics does not predict.

Nap. You want to take a long nap this afternoon.

The semantics says: go to each world in your belief set where you nap. Is it better
than its relevant alternative where you don’t nap? No. For in every world in your
belief set where you nap, you fail the exam (you believe that if you nap, you’ll fail).
At least some of these worlds—if not all of them—will be worse than their relevant
alternatives where you don’t nap. For in some of these worlds where you don’t nap,
you don’t fail, and a world where you nap and fail is worse than a world where you
don’t nap and don’t fail.Nap comes out false.

The same problem surfaces in any case of unwelcome doxastic entanglement—
i.e. any case where you want p despite believing that, all told, pwill lead to something
that’s bad in your eyes. Because p is bad, many pworlds in your belief set, perhaps all
of them, will be worse than their relevant ¬pworld alternatives within your belief
set.8,9

Heim’s semantics attempts to capture the relationship between believing and
wanting by way of the belief set, an attempt many others have made—e.g. Geurts
(1998), von Fintel (1999), Portner andRubinstein (2012),Maier (2015), Pearson (2016),
andPasternak (2019). Butusing thebelief set endowsbeliefwith anout-sized inuence.
The truth ofNap supposedly hinges on your attitude toward worlds in your belief
set where you nap, yet in these worlds you fail the exam, falsifyingNap. Within your
belief set, napping is entangled with failing the exam, andwhen the two are entangled,
napping looks horrible, since the good of happiness after a nap is greatly outweighed
by the bad of failing.

7We can imagine, for example, that in the nap case, you are unsure of whether you’ll be able to
stay awake even if you try to: you neither believe you’ll nap nor believe that you won’t.

8An exception: cases where you believe that things will be even worse if¬p obtains, in which case
you’ll be (correctly) predicted to want p.

9Here’s why the problem aicts both von Fintel’s (1999) and Levinson’s (2003) semantics, and
specically why neither can predict thatNap is true.
According to von Fintel, ⌜Swants p⌝ is true in c i all of the best worlds in S’s belief set are pworlds,

as ranked by S’s preferences. The best worlds in your belief aren’t ones where you nap, for in them,
you fail the exam, which is not only not a best outcome, but a bad one.Nap comes out false.
For Levinson, ⌜S wants p⌝ is true in c i S assigns a higher expected value to p than to ¬p. The

expected value you assign to napping is low, since you believe—you expect—that will you fail the
exam if you nap. (Or to be more precise, we may imagine that you are highly condent that if you
nap, you’ll fail.) The expected value you assign to not napping is higher. This is because we may
imagine that you believe—that you expect—that if you don’t nap, you won’t fail. (Or, to be more
precise, we may imagine that you are highly condent that if you don’t nap, you won’t fail.). Nap
comes out false.
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2.2 Possible solution: do dierent preferences matter in dierent
contexts?

It’s often hypothesized that our wants, desires, and preferences come in various kinds
or derive from various sources. Lewis (1988a) claims that there are warm desires and
there are cool desires; some distinguish appetitive andnon-appetitive desires (e.g. Davis
(1984)); and Levinson (2003), Crnič (2011), andCondoravdi and Lauer (2016) say that
some of our preferences are based in our appetites, others in our obligations, others in
our ambitions, etc. One might try to leverage such hypotheses into a solution to the
problem of unwelcome doxastic entanglement. To illustrate how this solution might
work—and why it ultimately does not—I’ll consider the idea that our preferences
are based in dierent values.

The potential solution would be this. You want to nap because, seen in a certain
light, it isn’t bad after all. You value not failing the exam tomorrow, yes, but you
also value being happy for the rest of today. Viewed in the light of this latter value,
napping—despite its negative academic consequences—is not bad but quite good.

We can integrate this notion of dierent values into our semantics by indexing
the preference relation to the context with the following view (one that no one has
yet proposed):

Heim’s semantics with context-sensitive preference relation
⌜S wants p⌝ is true in c i:
i) For each pworld w in BelS , S prefers, relative to the dimension of value

relevant in c, w to the most similar ¬pworld to w in BelS ;
ii) For each ¬p world w′ in BelS , S dis-prefers, relative to the dimension of

value relevant in c, w′ to the most similar pworld to w′ in BelS .

The idea would be that in a context where the relevant value is being happy today,
Nap is true. Relative to this value, you prefer worlds where you’re happy today over
those where you aren’t, and in your belief set, happy worlds are nap worlds. Relative
to this value, nap worlds in your belief set are better than their relevant alternatives
where you don’t nap. In a context where this value is at issue,Nap is true. Success—in
this case, at least.

Our problem is that napping is entangled with failing the exam (because in your
belief set, nap worlds are fail worlds). Dierent values can disentangle them. The very
same worlds—worlds where you nap and fail—can be preferred relative to one value
(one that favors being happy) and not preferred relative to another (one that favors
academic success).

Whatever the merits of a context-sensitive preference relation, it cannot furnish
a general solution to our problem. Imagine Jim, a bookie. Jim never forms emotional
attachments to his clients. With clients, he cares about just one thing: how much
money he himself walks away with. Jim gets no special pleasure from getting money
from any particular person or special displeasure of having to pay any other. Jim
believes that he owes Miranda $100,000 and that Anna owes him $50. Miranda and
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Anna are always together; Jim believes he’ll be paid by Anna just if he pays Miranda.
Jim can truly be said to want to be paid by Anna. (He might say, “I want Anna to
pay, but of course I don’t plan to get her to pay me back. That would mean paying
Miranda.”) Yet worlds in his belief set where he’s paid by her are disvalued, for in
them he also repays Miranda and so suers a net loss of $999,950! (Note: there are
also contexts where Jim is not truly said to want to be paid by Anna—e.g. “I don’t
want to be paid by Anna because that would mean I’d payMiranda, and I’d suer a
big net nancial loss.”)

Jim’s is a case of unwelcome doxastic entanglement: the agent wants something
despite believing that, all told, it will lead to a negative consequence. According to the
context-sensitive preference relation view, there must be some value of Jim relative
to which the consequence (losing $999,950) isn’t disvalued after all. There must be
some preference relation that represents Jim’s values that ranks worlds where he loses
$999,950 above ones where he loses no money at all. Yet there is no such value of
Jim’s. With clients, it’s only money that Jim values. Losing $999,950 is disvalued no
matter how you look at it.

Could there be, though, some feature of the worlds in Jim’s belief set where he
loses $999,950 that privileges them over those where he loses nothing? One thing
that distinguishes these two kinds of worlds is that Jim is paid by Anna in the worlds
where he loses all thismoney, whereas he’s not paid by her in theworlds where he loses
nothing. Could it be that, relative to the value of being paid by Anna, the worlds in
Jim’s belief whereAnna pays Jim are better than those where she doesn’t?Not for Jim.
With clients, Jim’s sole value is how much money he walks away with: no preference
relation that represents his values rates nancially worse worlds over nancially better
ones.

Various values can’t always disentangle two things within the belief set, for
sometimes there is only one relevant value at play. Belief still plays an out-sized role.

2.3 Possible solution: depart from the belief set?

One way to reducing the role of belief is to generalize Heim’s view so that it is not
constrained by the belief set. While this is not something that has been done in
the literature,10 there is a clear and simple way to do it: replace the belief set with a
contextually determined domain, Domc:

Generalized Heimian semantics
⌜S wants p⌝ is true in c i:
i) For each pworld w in Domc, S prefers w to the most similar ¬pworld to

w in Domc;
ii) For each¬pworldw′ inDomc, S dis-prefersw′ to themost similar pworld

to w′ in Domc.
10Rubinstein (2012, 2017) and Anand and Hacquard (2013) do do something similar within non-

Heimian frameworks.
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If the domain is not the belief set—and for all this semantics says, it needn’t be—
worlds where you nap but don’t fail the exammay enter into the truth conditions. In
such worlds, napping and failing are disentangled.

What is the domain, though? Well, it either overlaps with the belief set or it
does not. I argue that either way, the semantics does not meet the goal of this paper—
which, recall, is to solve the problem of unwelcome doxastic entanglement while still
taking the dominant approach. If the domain overlaps with the belief set, then the
semantics does not yield a general solution to the problem. If the domain doesn’t
overlap with the belief set, then the semantics does not take the dominant approach.

Assume that the domain overlaps with the belief set. Given this assumption,
there are versions of our napping case on which the semantics cannot predict that
Nap is true, which is to say versions of our napping case that generate the problem
of unwelcome doxastic entanglement. Specically, imagine that you believe that
you will fail the exam if and only if you nap. You then disprefer each world in your
belief set where you nap to similar worlds where you don’t: in the worlds where you
nap, you fail, and in similar worlds where you don’t nap, you don’t fail. So if the
domain containsworlds in your belief setwhere younap, thenNap is false. Analogous
reasoning shows that if the domain contains worlds in your belief set where you don’t
nap, thenNap is false. Specically, you prefer each world in your belief set where you
don’t nap to similar worlds where you do: in the worlds in your belief set where you
don’t nap, you don’t fail; and in the similar worlds in your belief set where you nap,
you do fail. Again,Nap is false.

Assume instead that the domain doesn’t overlap with the belief set. In this case,
one may well solve the problem of unwelcome doxastic entanglement (it will depend
on the details of one’s view), but even if one does, one will have departed greatly from
the dominant paradigm. The dominant paradigm, recall, says that you’re truly said
to want p just in case you bear a certain positive attitude towards what you believe
will happen if p is true. But if the domain contains no worlds in your belief set, then
the semantics does not represent what you believe will happen if p is true, but rather
what you believe won’t happen if p is true.

3 Some-things-considered desire

Commonsense intuitions and theoretical considerations recommend a leading role
for belief in a theory of want ascriptions. We haven’t yet seen anyone who correctly
characterizes just what this role is. The dominant approach—e.g. placing the belief
set at the center of one’s semantics—makes that role too large (§2.1) A somewhat
lessened role—e.g. replacing the belief set with a domain that overlaps with the belief
set—is still too large (§2.3). A much lessened role—e.g. using a domain that doesn’t
overlap with the belief set—makes the role too small, since one loses the core idea of
how believing and wanting are connected (§2.3).

For a role with a size just right, I propose the notion of some-things-considered,
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other-things-ignored desire. WhenNap is true, when you’re truly said to want to nap,
you are—in a sense—considering certain things but ignoring others. Considering
what you believe to be the eects that napping would have on your mood for the
rest of the day, but ignoring what you believe to be the consequences for your exam
tomorrow, what’s good about napping comes to the fore and what’s bad recedes.
Considering what for you would be good about napping, but ignoring what would
be bad, you want to nap.

This paper has been driven by the question, ‘How can it be that we want what
we believe leads to things we value, yet you want to do something that you believe
leads to things that, all told, are bad?’ The answer is that when we want, all is not
always told. While some things are considered, others are ignored: although you
believe that napping will lead to a failed exam, this belief doesn’t matter when the
academic eects of napping are ignored. You want to nap when this belief is, to use
Yalcin’s (2018) term, backgrounded—a notion I make precise in §3.2.

Belief enjoys an important, but circumscribed role. You believe that you’ll be
happy if you nap (that’s why you can be truly said to want to nap); you also believe
that napping would have consequences that you disvalue. The former beliefs, but
not the latter, come into play when considering the eects on your mood of the nap
but ignoring its consequences for the exam.

The terms ‘considering’ and ‘ignoring’ might mislead in that they suggest that
whenever an agent wants, some things considered and other things ignored, she is
actively considering and ignoring (or has actively considered and ignored). In some
cases, we do actively consider and ignore—you could say, ‘Considering how good I’d
feel after the nap, but ignoring the consequences for the exam tomorrow, I want to
nap’—but that needn’t always be so. Often we want, some things considered and
other things ignored, without having sat down and considered or ignored, in which
case ‘considering’ and ‘ignoring’ are metaphorical.

Byusing ‘considering’ and ‘ignoring’ sometimes literally andother timesmetaphor-
ically, I follow the use of another philosophical term about desire: the ‘considered’ of
‘all-things-considered desire’. Sometimes we want, all things considered (whatever
exactly that amounts to), after actively weighing all the pros and cons. Sometimes we
want, all things considered, after considering all things. In such cases, ‘considered’
is literal; in others, it is ‘considered’ is metaphorical. Rational agents, it’s often said,
tend to do what they want, all things considered. And rational agents don’t always sit
down and consider this, that, and everything else before acting. Sometimes rational
agents want, all things considered, without considering all things.

We canmake precise the notion of some-things-considered desirewithin a formal
framework. We’ll model considering and ignoring with questions (§3.1); connect the
question-based model of considering and ignoring with Yalcin’s (2018) question-
sensitive model of belief (§3.2); build a questions-based semantics for ‘want’ within a
Heimian framework (§3.3); and reect on metasemantics (§3.4).
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3.1 Modeling considering and ignoring with questions

I’ll understand a question—following in the (Hamblin, 1958) tradition—as the set of
its possible answers. More precisely, a question is a partition on the set of possible
worlds; the members of this partition, the answers to this question, are propositions.

Questions dier in their coarseness of grain. Take, for example, the question
What happened in Dallas on November 22, 1963 at 12:30pm?The answers to this
question are propositions that describe all of the dierent possible ways the world
could be in Dallas on this date at this time. These propositions tell us nothing about
what happens in other places on this date at this time—these propositions do not, for
example, tell us whether Walter Cronkite was in New York. Nor do they tell us, for
example, what happened in Dallas on any other date at any other time. This question
is coarse grained in that there are things about the world that its answers don’t tell us.
Other questions are ner-grained. For example, the answers to the question,What
happened anywhere on Earth on November 22, 1963 at 12:30pm? tell us more about
the world: they tell us, among other things, whether Cronkite was in New York on
this date at this time.

It is the coarse grain of (some) questions that lend themselves to considering
and ignoring. Roughly, when the answers to a questionQ don’t tell us certain things
about the world, then propositions that describe those things are ignored relative to
Q. More precisely, say that p is considered relative to Q just if every answer toQ—that
is, everymember ofQ—either entails p or entails¬p. And say that p is ignored relative
toQ just if every answer toQ neither entails p nor entails ¬p.

For example, relative to the questionWhat happened in Dallas on November 22,
1963 at 12:30pm? the proposition that Kennedy was shot in Dallas on November 22,
1963 at 12:30pm is considered; relative to this question, the proposition that Cronkite
was in New York on this date at this time is ignored.

(Considering and ignoring are akin tonotions of other theorists. If p is considered
relative to Q, then p is about Q, in Lewis’s (1988b) terminology.11 If p is considered
relative to Q, then in Yalcin’s (2018) terminology, Q makes p visible,12 and if p is
ignored relative toQ,Qmakes p invisible.)

3.2 Belief meets considering and ignoring

We have a question-based model of considering and ignoring. We need a model of
what an agent believes, some things considered and others ignored; we need, that is, a
question-relative model of belief. The one I’ll adopt is lightly modied from Yalcin
(2018).

The Yalcinian question-relative model of belief can be understood by analogy

11When p is not necessarily false, the conditional here linking considering and aboutness can be
replaced with a biconditional.

12When p is not necessarily false, the conditional here linking considering and visibility can be
replaced with a biconditional.
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to the classic, Hintikkan (1969) model of belief, a model we’ve already discussed at
length throughout this paper (albeit without invoking Hintikka’s name). Hintikka
represents the agent’s beliefs with the set of worlds that are compatible with what
she believes—her belief set, BelS . Now we represent the agent’s beliefs, relative to a
questionQ, with the set of answers toQ that are compatible with what she believes—
what I’m calling a question-relative belief state, Q-BelS . More formally, where a is a
variable that ranges over answers to questions, i.e. over propositions:Q-BelS =df {a ∈
Q ∶ a ∩ BelS ≠ ∅}.

Figure 1 below illustrates the idea with a toy case. We have an agent, Jo, who
believes that she will brush her teeth before bed, but is unsure if she will oss. And
we have a question,Q1, whose answers say whether Jo brushes her teeth and whether
she osses.

Figure 1 has three big squares, each ofwhich represents the set of all worlds. In the
left big square, there is shaded circle, a subset of the set of all worlds, that represents
Jo’s belief set, BelJo. In the middle big square, there are four smaller squares—which
make up a partition on the set of all worlds—that represent Q1; each of the four
smaller squares is an answer toQ1. In the right big square, there is a shaded rectangle,
the set of answers to Q1 that are compatible with Jo’s beliefs, that represents Jo’s
Q1-relative belief state,Q1-BelJo.13

Figure 1.
Jo’s belief set: BelJo

brush
¬oss

brush
oss

¬brush
oss

¬brush
¬oss

Q1, a toy question

brush
¬oss

brush
oss

¬brush
oss

¬brush
¬oss

Jo’sQ1-relative belief state:Q1-BelJo

Direct your attention to the right big square. Because Jo believes that she will
brush, Q1-BelJo excludes the answers in Q1 according to which she does not brush.
Because Jo is unsure of whether she’ll oss,Q1-BelJo contains an answer according to
which she osses and an answer according to which she doesn’t oss.

We have been after a model of what it is for an agent to believe, some things
considered and others ignored. We now have it. Relative to the questionQ1, certain
things are considered (e.g. whether Jo will brush her teeth) and others are ignored
(e.g. whether Jo will wash her face). Jo’s Q1-relative belief state represents what Jo
believes, considering these certain things and ignoring these other things.

More precisely, Jo’s beliefs about propositions that are considered relative toQ1
determine the makeup ofQ1-BelJo. Take, for example, one of the propositions that’s

13My gure draws from (Yalcin, 2018, p. 31).
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considered relative toQ1: the proposition that Jo brushes. Jo believes this proposition
and as a result,Q1-BelJo excludes those answers toQ1 according to which Jo doesn’t
brush. Conversely, Jo’s beliefs about propositions that are ignored relative toQ1 play
no role in determining the makeup ofQ1-BelJo. For example, the proposition that Jo
washes her face is ignored relative toQ1. Jo’s beliefs about this proposition (whatever
they happen to be) make no dierence at all to the makeup ofQ1-BelJo. These beliefs
are, to use Yalcin’s term, backgrounded.

3.3 A question-based semantics of some-things-considered desire

The problem of unwelcome doxastic entanglement is general—it aects every extant
instance of the dominant approach—and I intend for my solution to be general, too.
I illustrated the problem with a case study, Heim’s semantics, and I’ll also illustrate
my solution with a case study, a question-based adaptation of Heim’s semantics. In
§5, I’ll reect on just how far the solution may generalize.

For reference, here is Heim’s semantics again.

Heim’s semantics (repeated from page 4)
⌜S wants p⌝ is true in c i:
i) For each pworld w in BelS , S prefers w to the most similar ¬pworld to w

in BelS ;
ii) For each ¬pworld w′ in BelS , S disprefers w′ to the most similar pworld

to w′ in BelS .

The crucial change from Heim’s semantics is that we now evaluate want as-
criptions against a contextually variable question,Qc. What’s considered (ignored)
varies by context; what’s considered (ignored) is represented by a question. (In index-
ing want ascriptions to a contextually determined question, I’m inspired by an idea
oated, but not developed, by Crnič (2011) in response to the problem I discuss in
§4.)

The crucial carryover fromHeim’s semantics is, as noted above, that belief still
plays a central role. Where there is BelS in Heim’s semantics, there is Qc-BelS in
mine—S’s belief state relative to the question of the context,Qc. Heim’s semantics
represents what the agent believes; my semantics represents what the agent believes,
considering some things and ignoring others. As I explain in more detail below, this
is to howmeet the goals of this paper: take the dominant approach—i.e. connecting
believing and wanting in the semantics—while solving the problem of unwelcome
doxastic entanglement.

Because we move from the belief set, which contains worlds, to the question-
relative belief state, which contains answers, we must adjust Heim’s semantics in two
further ways.

First, we evaluate the agent’s preferences not between worlds, but between
answers. The idea of preferring one answer to another may seem strange at rst
glance, but answers are simply propositions, and preference between propositions
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is familiar. (Later, in §3.3, I’ll explore the particular notion of preference between
propositions that I have in mind.)

Second, we replace the notion of similarity between worlds with a notion of sim-
ilarity between answers. This again may strike you as odd, but again there’s nothing
mysterious going on. Take, for example, one of our questions from earlier—What
happened in Dallas on November 22, 1963 at 12:30pm?Contrast the actually true
answer to two others: one according to which everything is the same as it actually was
except that Kennedy was wearing a hat, and another according to which Kennedy
was assassinated by a tactical missile. The rst of these answers is more similar to the
actually true answer than the second is.

Formally, the semantics is as follows.We’ll say that an answer a (to some question
Q) is a p answer just if a entails p; an answer a′ is a ¬p answer just if a′ entails ¬p.

Question-based Heimian semantics14,15
⌜S wants p⌝ is true in c i:
i) For each p answer a inQc-BelS , S prefers a to the most similar ¬p answer

to a inQc-BelS ;
ii) For each ¬p answer a′ in Qc-BelS , S dis-prefers a′ to the most similar p

answer to a′ inQc-BelS .

Just as I’ve done all along, I’ll set to one side cases where the agent either believes p or
believes ¬p.

The crux of our problem is that within Belyou, napping is entangled with failing
the exam: thenapworlds inBelyou are all failed-examworlds.Considering and ignoring
are tools for disentangling. Take a question—What happens today?—whose answers
say what happens in the world today. Relative to this question—which for short
we’ll call Today?—propositions about your napping this afternoon and your mood
for the rest of the day are considered, but propositions about the results of the exam
tomorrow are ignored (indeed, any proposition about what happens tomorrow is
ignored). Within your Today?-relative belief state, it’s not the case that all of the nap
answers are failed-exam answers. This is because within Today?—and thereby within
your Today?-relative belief state—there aren’t any failed-exam answers (nor are there
any ¬failed-exam answers). This follows from the denition of ignoring. When the
proposition that you fail the exam is ignored relative to a question, each answer to
that question neither entails that you fail nor entails that you don’t—which is to say
that each answer to that question is neither a fail answer nor a ¬fail answer.

I’ve said thatNap is true in a context where the eects of napping on your mood
later today are considered and the eects on your exam performance tomorrow are

14Dandelet (ms) oers a similar semantics, although hers is based in situations, not questions.
15I’ve said that the question is determined directly by the context. For reasons not important for

my purposes, it may well be though, that the question is also determined by a world, time, and agent.
In this case, we should say that the context determines not a question, rather a function fromworlds,
times, and agents to questions. I’ll ignore this subtlety in what follows.
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ignored. In the terms of the Question-based Heimian Semantics, this amounts to
the claim thatNap is true in contexts that determine a question relative to which
propositions about your mood today are considered and relative to which propo-
sitions about your exam performance tomorrow are ignored. This claim is borne
out when we examine, for example, a context that determines our question Today?
Given this question,Nap, roughly speaking, is true just if among the answers in your
Today?-relative belief state, you prefer the nap answers to the ¬nap answers.

Just what does your Today?-relative belief state look like? It contains, of course,
those answers to Today? that are compatible with your beliefs. It does not contain
any nap answers where you’re in a bad mood, for you believe that if you nap, you’ll
feel good. Nor does it contain any ¬nap answers where you’re happy, for you believe
that if you stay tired, you’ll continue feeling bad. Rather, the nap answers it contains
are ones where you’re happy; the ¬nap answers it contains are ones where you’re in a
bad mood.

Figure 2.

Some facts about your Today?-relative belief state
nap answers: ¬nap answers:
happy after nap bad mood for rest of day
neither fail tomorrow’s exam nor don’t neither fail tomorrow’s exam nor don’t

What are your preferences among these answers? Presumably, you prefer the nap
answers to the ¬nap answers. The comparison, ultimately, is being happy versus not
(the outcome of tomorrow’s exam doesn’t enter the picture). Happiness wins out,
Nap is true, and the problem is solved.

And the problem is solved, crucially, while taking the dominant approach. The
approach, recall, says roughly that you’re truly said towant p just if you have a positive
attitude towards what you believe will happen if p is true. Here, you’re truly said to
want to take a nap because you bear a positive attitude towards what you believe will
happen if you take a nap—considering the eects of napping on your mood the rest
of the day and ignoring the consequences for the exam. Because you believe that if
you take a nap, you’ll be happy, the nap answers in your Today?-relative belief state
are all ones where you’re happy; because you believe that if you don’t take a nap,
you’ll be in a bad mood, the ¬nap answers in your Today?-relative belief state are all
ones where you’re in a bad mood.Nap is true because of your preferences between
these answers—your preferences between what you believe will happen if you nap
versus what will happen if you don’t, considering some things and ignoring others.

That is the big takeaway. Before moving on, we should dwell a bit longer on my
diagnosis of your preferences among the answers in your Today?-relative belief state.
Hopefully it strikes you as intuitive: hopefully it’s intuitive that you prefer the nap
answers to the ¬nap answers. We can nd further evidence for this diagnosis with an
analogy and then with a more precise account of preference between answers.
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Imagine that youwatch twomovies. One tells the story of today for a well-rested,
happy protagonist who has taken a nap. The second also tells the story of today, but
with a tired and unhappy protagonist who has not taken a nap. If you had to choose
between whichmovie to be in—if you had to choose which protagonist to be—you’d
choose the rst, the one where the protagonist takes a nap. Answers to questions
about what happens for the rest of today are much like movies that depict what
happen the rest of the day: both the movies and the answers “say” what happens the
rest of the day; neither the movie nor the answers “say” what happens for the exam
tomorrow. Preferring to be in the movie where the protagonist takes a nap and is
happy is analogous to preferring the nap-good-mood answers to the ¬nap-bad-mood
answers.

Turn now to a more precise account of preference between answers. For ease of
exposition, I’ll switch from talking about answers to what amounts to the same, talk-
ing about propositions. We might take the kind of preference between propositions
that I have in mind as primitive, just as Heim takes preference between worlds to be
primitive. Or we might try to say a bit more. Wemight, for example, extend to propo-
sitions the way that von Fintel (1999)—within his semantics for ‘want’—understands
preference between worlds.

Von Fintel follows Kratzer’s (1981, 1991) classic approach to ranking worlds for
modals, an approach onwhich aworld is ranked on the basis onwhatwemight call the
good-making propositions it makes true. For an agent S, we have a set of propositions
GS—the ordering source, in Kratzer parlance—whose members make a world good
in the eyes of S.Gyou might contain, for example, the proposition that you are happy
for the rest of the day, or the proposition that you pass tomorrow’s exam. Von Fintel’s
particular way of spelling this out is, roughly, that S prefers w to w′ just if wmakes
true more of the propositions inGS—the good-making propositions—than w′ does.

Von Fintel’s preference between worlds
S prefers w to w′ i {p ∈ GS ∶ w′ ∈ p} ⊂ {p ∈ GS ∶ w ∈ p}

This approach can be straightforwardly extended to preference between propo-
sitions. Where before we ranked worlds according to the good-making propositions
they make true, we now rank propositions according to the good-making proposi-
tions they entail. This style of preference between propositions—in terms of the
good-making propositions they entail—enjoys support from Pettit (1991) and Dreier
(2005), although they don’t oer any particular formalism.

Von Fintelian preference between propositions
S prefers a to a′ i {p ∈ GS ∶ a′ ⊆ p} ⊂ {p ∈ GS ∶ a ⊆ p}

So, for example, you prefer the nap answers to the ¬nap answers in your Today?-
relative belief state because the former entail a good-making proposition—the propo-
sition that you’re happy—that the latter do not. Neither the nap answers nor the
¬nap answers entail the good-making proposition that you pass the exam, since rela-
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tive to both types of answers, the outcome of the exam is ignored—which is to say
both types of answers neither entail that you pass nor entail that you don’t.

More generally, when a good-making proposition p is ignored relative to a ques-
tionQ, then p cannot count in favor of an answer a toQ. By the denition of ignoring,
a does not entail p, and it is only propositions that a entails that can count in favor of
it. Conversely, good-making propositions that are considered relative toQmay count
in favor of answers toQ. Suppose that p is considered relative toQ. By the denition
of considering, any answer a toQ either entails p—in which case p counts in favor of
a—or entails ¬p.

The particular von Fintelian way of using good-making propositions to rank
worlds and propositions—by, roughly speaking, comparing two worlds by howmany
good-making propositions each makes true—may not be quite right. It does not
allow for the dierent good-making propositions to be more or less important than
one another—each proposition eectively has equal weight (Kratzer, 1981; von Fintel
and Iatridou, 2008). There are, however, more sophisticated ways of ranking on the
basis of good-making propositions that allow for weighting (see e.g. von Fintel and
Iatridou (2008), Katz et al. (2012)). Exactly the best approach here is not important for
what I’m trying to do in this paper. Rather, the point for me is that an independently
motivated understanding of preference between worlds—in terms of good-making
propositions—can be extended to preference between propositions. In other words,
we can take an independently motivated approach to preference between worlds and
extend it to preference between answers.

3.4 Meta-semantics: What’s considered and what’s ignored?

Onmy view, certain things are considered and others ignored. Which things are con-
sidered and which ignored? I answered an instance of this question in §3.3, explaining
what’s considered andwhat’s ignored in the context whereNap is true. In this section,
I’ll answer other instances of the question about dierent contexts and cases.

In cases of unwelcome doxastic entanglement, the agent can be truly said to
want something despite believing that it’ll be accompanied by another thing that she
disvalues. While we’ve seen what’s considered and what’s ignored in the napping
case, we should also like to know: what’s considered and ignored in other cases of
this kind? That is our rst question. The answer is that in all such cases, the wanted
thing is considered, and the disvalued thing is ignored.

We have an agent and a contextually determined questionQc, relative to which
the wanted thing is considered and the disvalued thing is ignored. Then, among the
answers inQc compatible with the agent’s beliefs, there are answers where the wanted
thing obtains, but no answers where the disvalued thing obtains (and no answers
where it does not: the disvalued thing is ignored). The hypothesis is that the answers
where the wanted thing obtains are preferred to those where they’re not, and it would
gure that they are. Without the disvalued thing dragging the wanted thing down,
you prefer answers where the wanted thing obtains to those where it doesn’t!
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The second question returns us to our napping case. While we’ve focused on
contextswhereNap is true, there are contextswhere it’s false, aswe’ve noted. (After all,
napping results in a failed exam and that would be no good at all.) What’s considered
and what’s ignored in the context whereNap is false? There are various candidates,
one of which is that both what happens today and what happens tomorrow are
considered. (The question of the context might then beWhat happens today and
tomorrow?)When both themood benets of napping and its academic consequences
are considered, you prefer not napping to napping, since the goodness of a happy
mood today is badly outweighed by the badness of a failed exam tomorrow. Nap
comes out false.

The third thing is less of a question than something to note, which is that my
Heimian Question-based Semantics can simulate Heim’s semantics in any context
where one thinks Heim’s semantics makes the right predictions. This is because a
maximally ne-grained question—say, What is the world like at every time in every
place?—has maximally ne-grained answers, which is to say its answers are singleton
sets of worlds. When we run my semantics with a maximally ne-grained question,
then, we compare the agent’s preferences between singleton sets of individual worlds;
this amounts to the same thing as Heim’s semantics, where we compare the agent’s
preferences between individual worlds.

I’ve said what’s considered and what’s ignored in certain cases, but what about
in any given case? This is our nal question, and without an answer, we might fear
overgeneration. If any old thing can be considered and any old thing ignored, we may
predict readings for sentences that they do not have.

While I won’t attempt to comprehensively answer this question, I will oer
some constraints on what may be considered and what ignored in any given context.
In so doing, I do more than the rival views that I discussed in §2.2 and §2.3 (views
that I also argued against on other grounds, of course). Take the view from §2.2,
according to which the preference relation varies by context. In any given context,
what’s the preference relation? No one has tried to answer. Similarly, consider the
view from §2.3, on which there is a contextually variable domain that may contain
worlds outside of the belief set. In any given context, what is the domain? No answer
has been given.16

When evaluating ⌜S wants p⌝ in c, I suggest, pmust be considered in c; that is, p
must be considered relative toQc. More technically, ⌜S wants p⌝ is dened in c only if
p is considered relative toQc. The reason for this should be intuitive enough. How
can we evaluate yours attitude towards p if p isn’t considered?

Let’s say further thatQc must be diverse with respect to p, in the sense of (Con-
doravdi, 2002), who forwarded an analogous, inuential constraint for modals. (In

16Indeed, no one has even proposed the view I discussed in §2.3. The closest relatives to that view
in the literature come from Rubinstein (2012, 2017) and Anand and Hacquard (2013), as I noted
before. None of Rubinstein, Anand, or Hacquard attempts to answer the question of which worlds
the domain contains in any given context.
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this I follow Rubinstein (2017) who requires a certain form of diversity in her seman-
tics of want ascriptions.) The constraint is that ⌜S wants p⌝ is dened in c only if
Qc contains both p answers and ¬p answers. The constraint ows from Stalnaker’s
thought, repeated from §2.1, that inspiredHeim’s semantics (and in turnmyHeimian
semantics):

[W]anting something is preferring it to certain relevant alternatives, the
relevant alternatives being those possibilities that the agent believes will
be realized if he does not get what he wants. (Stalnaker, 1984, p. 89;
repeated frommy page 4)

The idea here is that to evaluate ⌜S wants p⌝, one checks S’s preferences between p
and alternatives to p. Within my question-based semantics, I’ve regimented this by
checking S’s preferences between certain p answers to a questionQc and certain ¬p
answers toQc—these¬p answers being the alternatives to the p answers. This checking
can’t be done ifQc either lacks p answers or lacks¬p answers; there’s nothing to check!
In other words, this checking can’t be done—the semantics can’t run properly—if
the diversity constraint is violated. (More technically, if we don’t have the diversity
constraint, then ⌜Swants p⌝will be vacuously true in c ifQc contains neither p answers
nor ¬p answers, for reasons analogous to ones explained by Heim (1992).17)

We can take inspiration in Yalcin (2018) for another constraint on what’s consid-
ered and what’s ignored. At the core of Yalcin’s theory is the thesis that an agent’s
beliefs are sensitive to some questions and not sensitive to others (his paper is titled
‘Belief as question-sensitive’). Consider, for example, KingWilliam III of England
and the question Will England go to nuclear war with France?This question is not
one towards whichWilliam III’s beliefs are sensitive, Yalcin says, since William III
lacked the concept of nuclear war. More generally, take an agent S who lacks the
conceptual resources to grasp p and a questionQ relative to which p is considered: S’s
beliefs are not sensitive toQ. I hypothesize that ⌜S wants p⌝ is dened in c only if S’s
beliefs are sensitive toQc; the whole point of the semantics, after all, is to check S’s
preferences relative to her beliefs about the contextually determined question. This
Yalcin-inspired constraint extends beyond cases where S lacks conceptual resources;
Yalcin identies a range of cases in which an agent’s beliefs are insensitive to certain
questions.

The nal constraint is based in a more speculative hypothesis. The hypothesis
is that what an agent wants is sensitive only to questions that are what we might
call conceptually cohesive in her mind. Contrast two questions. The rst is Today?,
our familiar question whose answers say what happens on the day you’re deciding
whether to take a nap. The answers to the second question are dierent: they instead
say what happens for half a second at 5pm on that day of the potential nap, for seven

17Heim shows that ⌜S wants p⌝ is vacuously true if fBelS contains neither pworlds nor ¬pworlds.
Analogous reasoning shows that the sentence is vacuously true ifQc-BelS contains neither p answers
nor ¬p answers, which is guaranteed ifQc contains neither p answers nor ¬p answers.
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minutes at noon on the rst Tuesday of next year, and all day on October 17, 2194. If
you are anything like me, Today? is conceptually cohesive: its answers tell you things
that “hang together” in your mind. The latter question is not conceptually cohesive:
its answers tell you things that feel “gerrymandered.” Accordingly—if you are like
me—you don’t care so much about the answers to the non-conceptually-cohesive
question. While you might care about each of the things it concerns individually
(e.g. what happens for half a second later today matters to you), their collection is not
signicant. In contrast, what happens during the moments that make up today are,
as a collection, signicant: it makes sense to think that there are certain things that
you want or don’t want, considering what happens today but ignoring all else.

And so the constraint would be that ⌜S wants p⌝ is dened in c only if Qc is
conceptually cohesive for S. What, in general, makes for conceptual cohesion? One
thing seems to be temporal continuity: this is why Today? feels conceptually cohesive
but the temporally gerrymandered question does not. Another might be boundaries
of persons: while a collection of propositions about you is signicant, the same can’t
be said for a collection of propositions that concern your left arm, Barack Obama’s
mood, and LeBron James’ ability to shoot a basketball. But it’s unlikely that there is
some universal set of things that make for conceptual cohesion. What is conceptually
cohesive for me may not be for an agent with a dierent conceptual scheme, and vice
versa; perhaps the question that to me feels temporally gerrymandered would for
another kind of agent feel entirely natural. Just what conceptual cohesion amounts
to for a given agent would be a matter for psychology or perhaps sociology. That,
anyway, is my speculative hypothesis.

We have a set of metasemantic constraints on what is considered and what is
ignored—a collection of constraints on what questions we can use to evaluate a want
ascription in a given context. There are no doubt more. Exactly what they are I leave
to another day, but I’m optimistic more can be found by looking for connections
to question-sensitive theories of other mental states. Just as we derived a constraint
on questions for want ascriptions from Yalcin’s question-based theory of belief, so
too could we derive others from the question-based theories of various mental states
that I mentioned in §1: question-based theories of knowledge, attention, reasoning,
decision-making, inquiry, and intention.

4 Solving the problem of closure under doxastic equivalence

I identied a problem—the problem of unwelcome doxastic entanglement—for all
existing views that take the dominant approach to want ascriptions. Villalta (2008)
identied another, which I’ll call the problem of closure under doxastic equivalence.
On the approach, you’re truly said to want p just in case you bear a certain positive
attitude toward what you believe will happen if p obtains. Now take some other
proposition q that is doxastically equivalent to p: that is, what you believe will happen
if q obtains is just the same as what you believe will happen if p obtains. You therefore
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bear the relevant positive attitude towards q: you want q! That is the problem of
closure under doxastic equivalence. If you’re truly said to want p and you believe that
p i q, it follows that you’re truly said to want q. This inference is blatantly invalid:

Instance of closure under doxastic equivalence
(P1) You want to take a long nap.
(P2) You believe that you will fail the exam i you take a long nap.
(C) ⇒ You want to fail the exam.

We can see this inference in action within Heim’s semantics: by (P1), you prefer
the nap worlds in your belief set to otherwise similar ¬nap in your belief set; by (P2),
these nap worlds are fail worlds and these ¬nap worlds are ¬fail worlds; so you prefer
the fail worlds to the ¬fail worlds, meaning that (C) holds. What we have here is
our familiar entanglement of napping and a failed exam: because they’re entangled
within your belief set, wanting the one entails wanting the other.

Happily, considering and ignoring are, as we know, tools for disentangling—
tools, it turns out, for invalidating the inference pattern. As we’ve already said, in the
context whereNap, ‘You want to take a long nap’—i.e. (P1)—is true, the outcome
of the exam is ignored, meaning that the question of that context contains neither
failed exam answers nor ¬failed exam answers. That’s a violation of the diversity
constraint—from §3.4—for ‘you want to fail the exam’, i.e. (C). (The constraint,
recall, says that ⌜S wants p⌝ is dened in c only ifQc contains both p answers and ¬p
answers.) In the context where (P1) is true, (C) is not true but rather, by the diversity
constraint, undened. Inference blocked; problem solved.

(Note further that on my view, (C) is not only undened in the context where
(P1) is true, it’s correctly predicted to be false in contexts c where it’s dened: relative
to a questionQc where the outcome of the exam is considered, you prefer the ¬fail
answers to the fail answers in your Qc-relative belief state; after all, you prefer not
failing the exam to failing it.)

5 What’s next?

On the dominant approach for the semantics of ‘want’—motivated by the obvious
connectionbetweenwanting andbelieving andby the theoretical fruits that capturing
that connection brings—you’re truly said to want p just if you bear a certain positive
attitude toward what you believe will happen if p obtains. Theorists who have so
far taken this approach falter with cases of unwelcome doxastic entanglement—e.g.
the case where you want to nap despite having a negative attitude toward what you
believe will happen if you do.

I’ve proposed a new vision of these cases, one that preserves the connection
between wanting and believing, and thus the theoretical power and intuitive appeal
of the dominant approach. You’re truly said to want p just if you bear a certain
positive attitude toward what you believe will happen if p obtains—considering
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certain things and ignoring others. What’s considered and ignored varies by context.
In some contexts, for example, Nap is true, which is because you bear a positive
attitude toward what you believe will happen if you nap—when your mood for the
rest of the day is considered but the outcome of the exam is ignored. In other contexts
Nap is false, since you bear a negative attitude towards what you believe will happen
if you nap—when both your mood for the rest of the day and the outcome of the
exam are considered.

I’ve modeled considering and ignoring by hypothesizing that want ascriptions
are evaluated against a contextually determined question. Adverting to questions
is independently motivated: I’ve adopted Yalcin’s (2018) question-relative model
of belief, and as noted in §1, there is increasing evidence that questions play a key
role throughout our cognitive lives. This evidence points to avenues of further ap-
plications for a question-based theory of want ascriptions. For example, Schaer
(2007), Yalcin (2018), and Beddor and Goldstein (ms) use question-based theories
to address the closure properties of knowing, believing, and intending, respectively.
By drawing analogies between these attitudes and wanting, we can look to these
other theorists both to identify potential closure properties (or lack thereof) that
wanting displays, and to use questions to explain them. Indeed, we’ve already seen a
puzzle surrounding the closure properties of wanting—the problem of closure under
doxastic equivalence (§4)—resolved by my question-based theory.

I illustrated my question-based theory by transforming Heim’s semantics into
the Heimian question-based semantics. We can transform other semantics that take
dominant approach, too. These semanticsmodel an agent’s beliefs in one of twoways:
either with a set of worlds, such as the belief set, or a set of worlds in combination
with a credence function. Implementing my solution within the former approach is
simple, and we’ve already seen it in action. We took Heim’s semantics and replaced
the belief set with a question-relative belief state. The same can be done within
any semantics that uses a set of worlds to model the agent’s beliefs—for instance,
Geurts’s (1998), von Fintel’s (1999), Maier’s (2015), or Pasternak’s (2019). We simply
swap in a question-relative belief state in place of the belief set. Things are more
complicated for a semantics that uses both a set of worlds and a credence function,
like Levinson’s (2003). Exactly how to combine a credence-based model of doxastic
states with a question-based model of doxastic states is a task for future work. It’s a
task worth taking on: credence-based accounts of ‘want’ must confront the problem
of unwelcome doxastic entanglement, of course, and some-things-considered desire
is a promising solution.
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